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It’s time to prepare for hard times, my friends. And, if you’re a bible believing,
Christ-following Christian, I believe the coming years will be particularly
troublesome. I say “bible-believing, Christ-following Christian” because our
degenerating culture has all but stripped the biblical definition of the word
“Christian” from today’s collective conscience so that it has lost much of it’s
scriptural meaning, even among many of today’s attending church members.
The enemies of Christ have clearly risen to great power in this country and are, as
I write, busy endeavoring to finish off what remains of the church for the purpose
of replacing it with a god and religion more suitable for global government.
Though they may well in time take possession of the many debt-heavy mega
churches and other grand houses of worship around the country in order to turn
them into federally-subsidized community centers for faith-based social services,
they won’t be successful at completely silencing or eliminating the true body of
Christ who will likely be forced to abandon them in order to keep hearing and
proclaiming God’s Word uncensored. Unless the Lord Himself intervenes to alter
the current course of events, those now in power will most certainly rule over us
for a season – and an arduous one at that.
Considering the unbiblical and unconstitutional legislation at hand, it’s looking
more and more like faithful Christians could soon be viewed as enemies of the
state for no other reason than having believed, proclaimed and obeyed the Word
of God. Not only is the church being attacked from without, it is also being
undermined from within by charlatans who would transform it into something
more spiritually pliable, socially useful and dialectically accommodating.
I believe Christians will again and again be called upon to choose whom we will
serve in the coming days in ways that will bring more persecution and suffering
than we are accustomed to, requiring a spiritual farsightedness and desire for the
eternal things of God over the temporal rewards of this world.
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We need to be ready. We need to be willing. And we need to be empowered, not
by the mere passion of patriotic zeal, but by the Holy Spirit of God and His Word.
It is not we against them – it is an angry and rebellious world against God, and
we would do well to remember that when the devil comes knocking at our door
demanding more tolerance, diversity and unity.
Vengeance is not ours – that belongs to the Lord, as He clearly states in His
Word. Those who live by the sword will surely die by it – again, not my words –
His.
When our Constitution and Bill of Rights are completely discarded for the New
World Order, there will be no going back to the way things were. There will only
be the Word of God to edify, encourage, inspire and sustain us through the hard
times ahead. Those who understand and appreciate the power of that Word know
very well what I’m talking about. Those who don’t will ignore it at their own peril
because to them, it is foolishness.
Best we get into His Word now more earnestly and take it to heart in preparation
for a time when bibles are no longer allowed or even legal, than get caught
spiritually ignorant and scripturally unarmed when temptation and tribulation
come.

“For the word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any twoedged
sword, piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints
and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart.“ –
Hebrews 4:12
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